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On the front cover

In this issue are the 16 answers to David Hennell’s sixteen questions in last month’s The Times. What
could not be revealed then—but is obvious now—is that many of the 16 concerned public transport in
South Australia which, most readers will have realized, is one of David’s specialty areas. It is appropriate then that our cover should continue the Q&A theme– and especially its south-east SA orientation.
Here we see narrow gauge Y-class No 87 on a goods train near Wandilo on Labour Day 1957. The photo
is from Ron Stewein’s 1973 book ‘One Rusty Rail’ and is used with the permission of the ARHS South
Australian Division, as are other photos in the Q&A.
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our December article
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ark Parade (P.P.) and Oldham Road (O.R.) stations in Ashton were both on the Oldham, Ashton
and Guide Bridge Joint Railway, which was a joint Great Central and London & North Western
north-south line through the town. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway station was Ashton
Charlestown, on the east-west route from Manchester to Stalybridge.
In 1911, both the GCR and the Midland stations serving Eckington & Rennishaw were so named after
both villages - the renaming of the former GC station to Rennishaw occurred much later.
Clinker's Guide to Closed Stations provides information on name changes, ownership, dates of opening
and closing, etc.
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The envelope, please!
Answers to DAVID HENNELL’S Timetable Quiz from last month
1. Which railway service had the
service in one direction withdrawn before the service in the
other? SAR's Radium Hill branch
line.
‘As from and including [Monday]
22nd January, 1962, Radium Hill
station will be closed for all Inward
Goods, Parcels and Passenger traffic. After the departure of No. 568
Mixed on Friday, 26th January,
1962, regular trains will not work
to or from Radium Hill. Goods
trains as and when required, will
work from Radium Hill under arrangement by the Superintendent,
Peterborough, for the handling of
outwards freight.’ (SAR WN 4/62)
The last regular service to arrive at
Radium Hill would have been at 6
55 am on Thursday, 18th January
1962 and, yes, this formed the 9
15 pm on Friday although the engine and crew probably went to
Cockburn in the interim rather
than wait at Radium Hill
(illustration below from SAR PTT
27th August 1961).
2. The first railway station west
of Ballan guided travellers for
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many years: Bradshaw - opened
as Bradshaw's Creek on 19th December 1887, renamed Bradshaw
9th May 1904, closed 21st November 1955 [Cook is a just little bit
further to the west.]

Long Plains don't count as passengers departed Adelaide on broad
gauge whichever route was taken.]
! And could we also mention Zeehan-Nickel Junction, 2ft (TGR) and
3ft 6 in (TGR & EBR)?- Ed.

3. Direct railway journeys with a
choice of gauge? The extremities
were/are the following:

4. Which Victorian tramway
made full timetables available for
most of the 20th century? The
Victorian Railways' Sandringham
- Black Rock - Beaumaris electric
street railway line. Usually, less
information was provided for the
St. Kilda to Brighton Beach line
which had a considerably more
frequent service. (VR suburban PTT
22 October 1928, page 4).

Perth (City/Perth Terminal) Kalgoorlie (1067 mm and 1435
mm)
! Spencer Street - Albury (1435
mm and 1600 mm)
! Innisfail - Wangan (610 mm and
1067 mm)
! Port Pirie Junction - Port Pirie
(Ellen Street) (1067 mm and 1600
mm)
! Stirling (North) - Port Augusta
(1067 mm and 1435 mm)
! commencing mid? 2004 ,
Spencer Street - Ararat (1435mm
and 1600 mm).
!

Bordertown - Serviceton would
be included only if a narrow gauge
passenger service were provided
after the broad gauge opened.
[Adelaide - Bowmans or Adelaide Snowtown via Hamley Bridge or
!

5a. What timetabling event occurred in Sydney on Christmas
Day 1932? The introduction of
the first permanent government
bus service (Manly - Cremorne).
Although extended, it still operates
as routes 143 and 144. (extract
from SMH from Travers (1982), below)
(Continued on page 5)
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Above: VR suburban PTT 22 October 1928
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peared in the Government railways
timetable. Midland Railway Company
of Western Australia. Despite the
MRWA bus service between Perth and
Geraldton not being included in the
WAGR PTT, it did appear in WAGR's
publication Rail and Road which, at the
time, covered the major country rail and
bus services and was intended to be a
tourist information booklet - see The
Times March 1994 for illustrations.
9. Name the railway whose timetable
appeared at the bottom of page 14, in
the quiz. Belmont Tramway (also
known as the Belmont Branch) from
Norman Park to Belmont on Brisbane's
Southside (QR WTT 17th May 1920, below). The clue is that the train numbers
are even numbers for trains going away
from the city station. This means that
the line must be in Brisbane or Hobart
or be a branch off the Perth to Fremantle section. The Rocky Bay branch was
the only line off the Fremantle line and
it did not have a passenger service. The
line cannot be in Hobart as all the
Hobart branches were very short and

5b. When were previous attempts to introduce the above type of service made?
Potts Point—Darlinghurst single deck
kerosene-fired steam bus service using vehicles 1M and 2M operated from 4th December 1905 to 7th April 1906; and Enmore—
Wardell Road double deck kerosene-fired
steam bus service using 3M and 4M operated
from 23rd April 1906 to 29th May 1906.
6. What branch line offered passengers a
service as part of a ‘shunting trip’? X =
Batlow, Y = Kunama in New South Wales
(NSW WTT 12th October 1941, above).
[Just a thought, but should a prospective
passenger to Kunama have consigned a parcel to himself at Kunama in order to ensure
that the train would operate? The freight on a
1 lb parcel would have probably been
cheaper than a seat reservation on the main
line train.]
7. Suggest a train journey between the
same-named places in 3 Australian cities–
other than Cheltenham and Croydon? Between Fairfield and Windsor in Brisbane,
Melbourne and Sydney.
8. Name the private company whose railway, but not whose bus timetables ap-
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would not have had a running time
of at least 23 minutes. The Pinkenba
line had Sunday trains and Ascot
short workings as well. The Belmont
Tramway was opened by the Belmont Shire Council on 25th May
1912 and operated by QR until 16th
April 1924 when it closed through
lack of patronage. The line was reopened by the recently-formed Brisbane City Council during April 1925
but it was closed permanently on
30th October 1926.

Souci trolley bus. The normal
route was Rockdale - Kogarah Sans Souci - Dolls Point - Sandringham - Kogarah - Rockdale.
Apart from short workings to
Ramsgate and occasional normal
route trips, the three peak period
routes were (not all services were
to/from Rockdale):

10. Name the isolated Tasmanian
railway that regularly had timetable information about another
mode of transport. Hobart to Bellerive by steamer, thence Bellerive
to Sorell by train. Steamers departed
from New Wharf in Hobart and left
from the Railway Wharf at Bellerive.
See The Times February 1991 for a
timetable.

!

11. Rockdale - Kogarah - Sans
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Rockdale - Kogarah - Sans Souci
- Kogarah - Rockdale (shown as R
on the timetable)
!

Rockdale - Kogarah - Dolls Point
- Sandringham - Kogarah - Rockdale (F in the timetable)
Rockdale - Kogarah - Sandringham - Dolls Point - Sandringham Kogarah - Rockdale (* in the timetable) (DGT TT 23 November 1952,
above).
!

12. On what date would a passenger leaving Alice Springs on
5-May-1900 arrive in Adelaide?

Our passenger departing Alice
Springs on Saturday 5th May 1900
would arrive in Oodnadatta on either
Sunday 13th May or Monday 14th
May depending on whether the nine
days is inclusive or exclusive of the
departure day. The train departed
Oodnadatta at 7 00 a.m. on Tuesday
15th May as shown in the timetable
so our passenger spent Tuesday
night at Hergott Springs (later Marree) and Wednesday night at Quorn,
arriving in Adelaide on the evening of
Thursday 17th May at 7 22 p.m. The
Ghan is just a little bit faster! (SAR
PTT May 1900 pp. 93, 95,97- Up Services only, our page 7). And the Editor might observe that the calendar
mentioned as appearing in this timetable would be of a type none of our
current readers would ever live
through- a year divisible by 4, but
which was NOT a Leap Year. How
would this have affected your calculations?
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SAR PTT May 1900 pp. 93, 95,97. Up Services only.
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SAR WN 15/56 pp. 312,313
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SAR WN 3/50 of 23/01/50 pp. 36 - 37 - service commencing 6th February 1950
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SAR WTT 6th March 1950 pp. 82 - 85, 88 - 91
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13. Give details of the coordinated rail and road service between Alice Springs and Darwin.
Twice weekly 3rd May 1956 to
19th October 1956 and once a
week 30 June 1957 to mid October
1957 (its withdrawal is in SAR
Weekly Notice of 18th November
1957). The fine detail of the service
was frequently altered during its
two periods of operation so only the
initial service is illustrated. (SAR
WN 15/56 pp. 312,313,our p. 8))
14. What significant events occurred on the SAR Mt Gambier
system on the following dates: 6Feb-1950, 5-Mar-1950, 23-Jul1951, 24-Jun-1953?
! 6th February 1950 - mixed gauge
working commenced between Wol-
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seley and Naracoorte - only broad
gauge passenger and mixed trains
(with narrow gauge connections at
Naracoorte) operated at this stage;
this meant the withdrawal of the
narrow gauge sleeping car between
Wolseley and Mount Gambier occurred at this time so passengers
on the overnight trains were
obliged to sit up (WN 3/50 of
23/01/50 pp. 36 - 37 - service commencing 6th February 1950, our
page 9)
5th March 1950 - alteration to
the times permitted the introduction of sleeping cars between Adelaide and Naracoorte; no doubt
there had been passenger complaints about the initial times, especially those for changing trains

!

at Naracoorte! (WTT 6th March
1950 pp. 82 - 85, 88 - 91, our page
10)
23rd July 1951 - the narrow
gauge passenger service between
Naracoorte and Mt. Gambier was
replaced by a temporary road bus
to allow for completion of the gauge
conversion; the goods service was
converted in stages (WN 29/51 of
23/07/51 pp. 508 - 509, below)
!

24th June 1953 - the temporary
road bus between Naracoorte and
Mt. Gambier replaced by broad
gauge passenger trains. Note that
this broad gauge service to Mount
Gambier appears in the PTT dated
7th June 1953 although it didn't
operate until the later date. (PTT
7th June 1953 p. 51, our page 12)
!
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SAR PTT 7th June 1953 p. 51
15. How does the 1945 Swan
River ferry timetable (illustrated
p 15 Feb. The Times) differ from
that of 2002? The extension to
Coode Street in the September to
April period - ferries only operate to
Mends Street, South Perth during
May to August. On page 13, we
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show the modern timetable for
Swan River ferries.
Bonus question. What existing railway station was previously known
as Middle Brighton and North
Brighton? Hove, on the Noarlunga
Centre line in Adelaide - opened as

North Brighton on 12th January
1914, being renamed Middle Brighton notified in WN 16/14 dated
20th April 1914 and renamed
again as Hove as per WN 23/20 of
7th June 1920. How many of you
thought that it was in Melbourne?
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Across the Swan today. The
graphics and timetables shown
here are the modern equivalent of
those referred to in #15 of David
Hennell's quiz Q&A. They have
been download from the Transperth website.
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1894 NSWR General Appendix to the Working
Time Table
Coming up for auction this month is a pioneering railway document,
one of the very first Working Time Table Appendices ever issued in
Australia. THE EDITOR reviews it.

I

n the auction catalogue mailed
with this issue of The Times is
a rare item, a NSW Railways
General Appendix to The Working
Timetable from 1894. This was the
second in a long line of such publications stretching from the 1890s
to the 1980s. I describe below
some of the features which might
pique your interest and stir your
competitive bidding tendencies.
Should you come to own it, you
will become one of probably only
two such owners on the planet.
Appendices to railway Working
Timetables have been described in
some generic detail in the Times in
the past (May & June 2001), so we
won’t go into great detail about
their pedigree here. Suffice it to say
that Australian railways began producing them about 1890 and, in
doing so, they were copying a standard type of document agreed to by
English railway companies through
the Railway Clearing House. NSW
produced its first General Appendix
in 1891 and its first local Appendix
a year later.
At the time of the 1894 Appendix, a
standard publication format had
yet to emerge (this happened after
1907) and the 1894 GA, you could
say, is rather idiosyncratic. It certainly is interesting and gives an
insight not only into contemporary
railway operating methods, but
also attitudes and priorities of the
times.
The 151-page book began with a
reiteration of the general Railway
By-Laws, the sort of thing customers could also find pasted to the
walls of railway stations. They were
“do’s” and “don’ts” (mostly “don'ts”)
covering a range of activities from
ticket offences and the hire of
horse-cabs to the closing of gates
and the bathing of dogs in railway
dams. The book then jumps into
what was to become the standard
opening gambit of all such bookssafety considerations including,
especially, the procedures to be
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followed in case of accidents or
obstructions.
There follows an extensive section

on engine head signals (above),
with illustrations of each. In days
when the telephone was not yet in
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widespread use, a signalman
needed these to find out the nature
of the train that suddenly appeared
at his home signal, and so where to
send it. This was followed by a
half-dozen pages headed ‘Working
of Trains’. This was a counterpart
of a similarly-named section in the
rule-book and it draws attention to
the fact that the ‘Appendix’ was
really an Appendix to the rule book
as well as the Working Time Table.
In later years, this was made more
explicit and the GA became mostly
an appendix to the rule book
rather than the WTT.
A miscellany of instructions followed- ‘Instructions to Gatekeepers’, ‘Telegrams on Railway Business’, … ‘Tickets and Excess
Fares’, ‘Platform Traffic’- a host of
instructions that would later find
their way into separate instruction
books which themselves grew to
rival the Appendices in size.
One of these was the section on the
‘Westinghouse automatic and continuous Brake’ they spelled it that
way in the GA, although the word
‘Break’ was still in use in the English equivalent. The debate about
these things apparently occupied a
good deal of the time of the Committees who wrote these books.

of a Russian samovar.
‘Loading of goods traffic’ occupies
several pages of this section, with
particular attention being paid to
awkward timber and to bales of
wool (below).
On page 87, the safeworking appendices commence. By safeworking, I refer mostly to the methods
of working trains safely between
signal boxes via the block system.
The term ‘safeworking’ while not
exclusively Australian, was certainly more popular here than in
other places. Safeworking matters
were long a dominant feature of
Australian railway Appendices.
They also, at different times and
different places, appeared bound in
with the rule book or were issued
as separate stand-alone publications. But in NSW they always remained in the GA although, after
1935, a separate volume was issued just for them. At the time of

the 1894 rule book, the NSW Railways were experimenting with a
rather large number of safeworking
systems and they all appear in
separate sections in the 1894 GA,
comprising the last third of the
book.
Pride of place among these must
surely go to the instructions for
working Tyers Electric Train Tablet. Edward Tyers had patented
this single-line method in 1878
and, by 1894, had further patented
5 improved versions. The NSWR
had samples of his No 1, No 2, No.
3, No 4 and No. 5 instruments on
the system and all appeared in the
GA- with pictures and with their
own special instructions. It is
probably true to say that, in this
textual and pictorial coverage, the
1894 GA was unique (our page 16).
The review copy of the GA is bound
in maroon cloth covered limp cards
and is in good condition.

Another was the general subject of
tickets and their examination, occupying no fewer than 13 pages,
including an exhaustive list of
ticket-examination stations. On
Saturday evenings, potential fare
evaders travelling on the 6:30 pm
to Newcastle had to be alert at
Honeysuckle Point, for it was here
that, like a random breath test
squad, the ticket examiners were
likely to swoop. Who now remembers where Honeysuckle Point station was?
Under a major heading ‘General
Instructions to Station-masters
and others’, we find 20 pages of
instructions of all sorts. Covered
are discipline of staff, consumption
of gas and maintenance of clocks
and watches. Did you know, for
instance that the telegraphic code
word Zeal meant ‘Clock totally
failed– send Repairer first
train’. One can imagine a middle
of the night mercy dash to repair a
broken pendulum. There is half a
page on the use of Fireextinguishers in Pullman Cars, a
Rube Goldberg apparatus that
looks more like someone’s concept
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We’ll warrant a picture like this has never appeared before. It shows reproductions of full-page photolithographs of the
NSWR’s entire collection of electric single-line block-working instruments, as they appeared in the 1894 General Appendix.
There are 5 Tyers Electric Train Tablet instruments Nos. 1 to 5 and a Webb and Thompson large Electric Train Staff instrument. The balance of numbers belie the fact that Electric Staff soon came to dominate the single-line safeworking scene in
NSW, a legacy of Commissioner Eddy, an import from the L&NWR, where the Electric Staff was invented. Electric Staff is
still in use in NSW, but Electric Tablet has long gone. Although the tablet instruments differed, the 3, 4 and 6 (not illustrated)
used the same sorts of tablets.
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